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New York Times bestselling author, Melissa Michaels, will inspire you to make your house a
well-loved home. Her relatable style, unique voice, and practical decorating ideas have made her
highly respected blog, The Inspired Room, a haven for fans of real-life style.Step inside Melissa's
home as she shares lessons learned, inspiring photos, and encouraging insights to help you
embrace your authentic style through doable improvements for every roomattainable decorating,
organizational, and DIY solutionstransforming tips for lighting, color, and stylemotivation to reclaim
and organize small spacesBest of all, you don't need a big budget or perfect DIY skills to embrace
Melissa's practical home decor philosophy. You'll return to this book again and again for inspiration
to fall in love with the home you have.
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First of all this is a BEAUTIFUL book to browse through - the photographs are outstanding and
beyond inviting. Go deeper and Melissa does not disappoint. Better than her blog, Melissa inspires
and guides you to create a thoughtful personal home.I would certainly recommend this book to
beginning homemakers. As well as more seasoned homeowners looking to refresh their home or
tweak it by looking at each room with fresh eyes and embellishing what you have using Missa's
fantabulous tips. She thoroughly explains her thought process behind each tip.Great book - this is a
winner and would enhance any coffee table - just leave it out and browse through it when you're
having one of those days when you need a pick me up for your home.Thank you Melissa !!!!!!!

I am changing my review from 3 to 5 stars because I LOVE it! I adore the The Inspired Room blog
and Melissa Michaels first book, so I ordered this as gifts for the holidays. I didn't receive quite the
wow factor I was hoping for, so I ordered it for myself to give a review based on my own opinion.
The book arrived yesterday and I spent all last night reading it front to back. It was carefully written
and with a lot of warmth and helpful/creative ideas that take years to learn! I loved the simple DIY's
tucked here and there within it. The pages of decor are truly inspiring! I don't regret purchasing this
as gifts over the holidays and decided to order another for a co-workers house warming gift!

Melissa Michaels is inspiring. Someone suggested her first book to me when I had just moved into
"new built" house & I was longing for the home I had lived in for 35 yrs. It really helped me see I
could transform my new house into a home that was me. (I'm still working on it). I am a 67 yr. old
grandmother who followed the fly lady years ago. Much of what Melissa writes about is not new to
me but I sure needed to be reminded that the soul of my home resides within me.

This book by Melissa Michaels does not disappoint. The photographs are beautiful, and the
multitude of topics she covers is astounding. The almost two hundred page book, in coffee table
book size is just such a great how-to book with lots of inspiration. Having enjoyed and appreciated
her first book,I was not let down when I received this, her second but hopefully not last piece of
work.

If you're on the fence on this one, buy anything from this author. I'm not sure it inspired my rooms
yet but the writing is like eating honeyed toast, it is full of content, and it makes you feel good to
read it. Love it. Thinking of buying a physical copy.

I love this book since it is not only about decorating, but creating a home with intention, not just
filling it up with pretty objects and calling it done. It will help you find your way to create the interiors
you always wanted, no matter what your budget or DIY skills are. Melissa shares her own home as
a backdrop as she guides and inspires you with DIY projects, bulleted lists of inspiring ideas and
beautifully photographed rooms that will spark your creativity, and encourage you to use what you
already own in new and creative ways that will make your house truly a home you will love for a long
time.

The Inspired Room is a gorgeous book. I know I'm supposed to love the home I have, but I want to
climb in and live in this book! Okay, seriously, it is filled with beautiful inspiration but also practical
tips that someone (like me) who's not quite as gifted in the decorating department can handle.
Melissa is warm, down-to-earth and exactly the kind of friend you want to come beside you and help
turn your house into a home you can love and use to love others.

SERIOUSLY helpful book. After reading just one chapter I transformed my entryway (which doesn't
really exist, but now I realize it does, thanks to Melissa!) into a beautifully warm and welcoming
space. I recommend this to anyone who wants functional, beautiful help but doesn't know where to
start or have much experience with it!
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